
For over 25 years, Rapid Enterprises has been dedicated to quality, 
promptness, and an absolute mastery of our craft. At Rapid Enterprises, 
we take quality seriously and are independently audited to be in 
conformance with ISO 9001:2008 international quality standards. 

With our “do it once, do it right” philosophy, you’ll see that our motto is 
what we live by. This is why the majority of our business comes from 
positive word-of-mouth referrals.

From start to  nish, we aim to make your bottom line more pro table and 
e cient. Rapid Enterprises helps control development costs and shorten 
time-to-market by reacting to design changes quickly and e ciently – 
the Rapid way. 
Our success is directly related to the competence of our employees. It's 
the people that make the parts. Our employees are well trained and we 
are dedicated to continually improving their skills.

“Precision manufacturing” characterizes our operation like no other. No 
matter the processes involved, Rapid provides its customers with a 
 nished product to perfect precision. 

With decades of prototyping experience, Rapid is pro cient in assisting 
customers develop original concepts, produce blueprints, manufacture 
customer engineered components, and provide input on design changes 
in order to reduce manufacturing costs as well as production time.
When it’s all said and done, our coordinate measuring machine (CMM) 
inspects and veri es that each piece is sculpted and shaped to perfection 
– or at least to within ten-thousandth of an inch!

“We’re only as good as our last job – and our last job was excellent.”

— Mohammad Pouragha
 President
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Tooling

Design
3D Machining 
Tool And Die 
Mould Making
Fixturing 
CADCam

Prototyping 
Production Runs 
Inspection (CMM) 
Assembly
Multi Axis High 
Precision Machining

Purchased in 2013, this machine provides highly 
dynamic and high speed precision 5-axis milling.

Provides high regidity and 
high speed precision 5-axis milling.

Column type high precision 3-axis fully automatic programmable 
controlled model suitable for single piece and mass production grinding.

High-accuracy CNC coordinate measuring machine that 
guarantees a maximum permissible error of 1.7 µm.

Allows for optimal  exibility for 
low to medium quantity turning.

3-axis machining center that can machine parts of 
up to 1,000kgs and allows for large travels of up to 40”.

Aerospace

Energy

Automotive 

Medical

Idea/Construction Programming 1:1 Simulation Machining

DMU 65 Monoblock
DMU 60T

Chevalier Surface Grinder

Crysta Apex S (CMM)

DMC 1035V

NEF 400 Gildemeister
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